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Rodeo Attracts Big Crowds Saturday 

Last Saturday was one of the worst days imaginable for any outdoor attractions because 

of the severe dust storm, but this did not prevent hundreds of visitors from coming to town to see 

the boys and men ride the wild horses, cattle, and buffaloes, and watch the men lasso and tie 

the elusive calves. 

The Free Rodeo is becoming widely known all over the Panhandle, and riders and 

ropers from far away towns are present every Saturday. The opinion of those boys is that we 

have some animals that are pretty tough to ride.  

This is an attraction that one never tires of seeing and visitors are heard to express their 

appreciation of the efforts of Tulia merchants to entertain visitors to their town. 

Merchants are glad to offer this method of entertainment, and want every visitor to talk 

the Free Rodeo with their neighbor and invite them to see the big show every Saturday. 
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link to Miami Daily News 

http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=2206&dat=19350501&id=Ti4uAAAAIBAJ&sjid=lNU

FAAAAIBAJ&pg=6450,6761870 
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Experience of the Dust Bowl photo # 1 

 

Dust storm. Note heavy metal signs blown out by wind. Amarillo, Texas.  

Rothstein, Arthur, 1915-1985, photographer. 

http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b27000/8b27500/8b27557v.jpg 

 

 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/fsaall:@filreq(+@OR(@field(AUTHOR+@3(Rothstein,+Arthur,+1915+1985,+))+@field(OTHER+@3(Rothstein,+Arthur,+1915+1985,+)))+@field(COLLID+fsa))
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Experience of the Dust Bowl photo # 2 

 

Autos have to turn on lights to penetrate gloom of dust storm. Amarillo, Texas.  

Rothstein, Arthur, 1915-1985, photographer 

http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b38000/8b38200/8b38289v.jpg 

 

 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/fsaall:@filreq(+@OR(@field(AUTHOR+@3(Rothstein,+Arthur,+1915+1985,+))+@field(OTHER+@3(Rothstein,+Arthur,+1915+1985,+)))+@field(COLLID+fsa))
http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b38000/8b38200/8b38289v.jpg
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Experience of the Dust Bowl photo # 3 

 

 

Abandoned farm in the dust bowl area. Oklahoma. 

Rothstein, Arthur, 1915-1985, photographer. 

http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b38000/8b38200/8b38292v.jpg 

 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/manz,ftvbib,aaodyssey,mamcol,gottscho,hh,mharendt,bbpix,spaldingbib,magbell,lbcoll,rbpebib,afccalbib,tccc,cdn,coplandbib,curt,fsaall,mfdipbib,aep,fine,fmuever,flwpabib,cowellbib,toddbib,afcnyebib,lomaxbib,afcwwgbib,raelbib,hurstonbib,gottlieb,mff,wpa,scsmbib,mcc,gmd,molden,aipn,afcpearl,vv,wpapos,pin,presp,ncr,afcesnbib,mesnbib,horyd,hawp,mnwp,awh,awhbib,ww2map,wright:@OR(@field(AUTHOR+@3(Rothstein,+Arthur,+1915+1985,+))+@field(OTHER+@3(Rothstein,+Arthur,+1915+1985,+)))
http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b38000/8b38200/8b38292v.jpg
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Experience of the Dust Bowl photo # 4 

 

Dust bowl farmer raising fence to keep it from being buried under drifting sand. Cimarron 

County, Oklahoma.  

Rothstein, Arthur, 1915-1985, photographer. 

http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b38000/8b38200/8b38287v.jpg 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/manz,ftvbib,aaodyssey,mamcol,gottscho,hh,mharendt,bbpix,spaldingbib,magbell,lbcoll,rbpebib,afccalbib,tccc,cdn,coplandbib,curt,fsaall,mfdipbib,aep,fine,fmuever,flwpabib,cowellbib,toddbib,afcnyebib,lomaxbib,afcwwgbib,raelbib,hurstonbib,gottlieb,mff,wpa,scsmbib,mcc,gmd,molden,aipn,afcpearl,vv,wpapos,pin,presp,ncr,afcesnbib,mesnbib,horyd,hawp,mnwp,awh,awhbib,ww2map,wright:@OR(@field(AUTHOR+@3(Rothstein,+Arthur,+1915+1985,+))+@field(OTHER+@3(Rothstein,+Arthur,+1915+1985,+)))
http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b38000/8b38200/8b38287v.jpg
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Experience of the Dust Bowl photo # 5 

 

Dumas, Texas. Dust blowing on main street.  

Vachon, John, 1914-1975, photographer. 

http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8d09000/8d09900/8d09994v.jpg 

 

 

 

 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/mcc,gottscho,detr,nfor,wpa,aap,cwar,bbpix,cowellbib,calbkbib,consrvbib,bdsbib,dag,fsaall,gmd,pan,vv,presp,varstg,suffrg,nawbib,horyd,wtc,toddbib,mgw,ncr,ngp,musdibib,hlaw,papr,lhbumbib,rbpebib,lbcoll,alad,hh,aaodyssey,magbell,bbc,dcm,raelbib,runyon,dukesm,lomaxbib,mtj,gottlieb,aep,qlt,coolbib,fpnas,aasm,denn,relpet,amss,aaeo,mff,afc911bib,mjm,mnwp,rbcmillerbib,molden,ww2map,mfdipbib,afcnyebib,klpmap,hawp,omhbib,rbaapcbib,mal,ncpsbib,ncpm,lhbprbib,ftvbib,afcreed,aipn,cwband,flwpabib,wpapos,cmns,psbib,pin,coplandbib,cola,tccc,curt,mharendt,lhbcbbib,eaa,haybib,mesnbib,fine,cwnyhs,svybib,mmorse,afcwwgbib,mymhiwebib,uncall,afcwip,mtaft,manz,llstbib,fawbib,berl,fmuever,cdn,upboverbib,mussm,cic,afcpearl,awh,awhbib,sgp,wright,lhbtnbib,afcesnbib,hurstonbib,mreynoldsbib,spaldingbib,sgproto,scsmbib,afccalbib,mamcol:@OR(@field(AUTHOR+@3(Vachon,+John,+1914+1975,+))+@field(OTHER+@3(Vachon,+John,+1914+1975,+)))
http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8d09000/8d09900/8d09994v.jpg
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Experience of the Dust Bowl photo # 6 

 

Fighting the drought and dust with irrigation. Cimarron County, Oklahoma.  

Rothstein, Arthur, 1915-1985, photographer. 

http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b38000/8b38300/8b38306v.jpg 

 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/fsaall:@filreq(+@OR(@field(AUTHOR+@3(Rothstein,+Arthur,+1915+1985,+))+@field(OTHER+@3(Rothstein,+Arthur,+1915+1985,+)))+@field(COLLID+fsa))
http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b38000/8b38300/8b38306v.jpg
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Experience of the Dust Bowl photo # 7 

 

This farmer took the roof off his barn to make a windbreak for his garden. There was no 

rain. Cimarron County, Oklahoma.  

Rothstein, Arthur, 1915-1985, photographer. 

http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b27000/8b27500/8b27551v.jpg 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/fsaall:@filreq(+@OR(@field(AUTHOR+@3(Rothstein,+Arthur,+1915+1985,+))+@field(OTHER+@3(Rothstein,+Arthur,+1915+1985,+)))+@field(COLLID+fsa))
http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b27000/8b27500/8b27551v.jpg
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Experience of the Dust Bowl photo # 8 

 

Sand piled up in front of outhouse on farm. Cimarron County, Oklahoma.  

Rothstein, Arthur, 1915-1985, photographer. 

http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b38000/8b38300/8b38341v.jpg 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/fsaall:@filreq(+@OR(@field(AUTHOR+@3(Rothstein,+Arthur,+1915+1985,+))+@field(OTHER+@3(Rothstein,+Arthur,+1915+1985,+)))+@field(COLLID+fsa))
http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b38000/8b38300/8b38341v.jpg
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Experience of the Dust Bowl photo # 9 

 

Fighting sand. Childress County, Texas Panhandle. Cultivating weedless cotton fields in 

Great Plains to break crust and prevent blowing sand from cutting young cotton plants.  

Lange, Dorothea, photographer. 

http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b32000/8b32400/8b32415v.jpg 

 

 

 

 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/fsaall:@filreq(+@OR(@field(AUTHOR+@3(Lange,+Dorothea,+))+@field(OTHER+@3(Lange,+Dorothea,+)))+@field(COLLID+fsa))
http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b32000/8b32400/8b32415v.jpg
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Experience of the Dust Bowl photo # 10 

 

Young cotton growing in mechanized field. Hall County, Texas. Anyone who inspects one 

of these giant mechanized farms must realize that it foreshadows a fundamental change in 

American agriculture.  

Lange, Dorothea, photographer. 

http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b32000/8b32400/8b32433v.jpg 

 

 

 

 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/fsaall:@filreq(+@OR(@field(AUTHOR+@3(Lange,+Dorothea,+))+@field(OTHER+@3(Lange,+Dorothea,+)))+@field(COLLID+fsa))
http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b32000/8b32400/8b32433v.jpg
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Dear Cousin, 

Things are going well here in Miami. Florida. We have had good weather and my 

job is going well, but I keep hearing strange news from your part of the country. 

Newspaper articles I have been reading describe the problems with dust and 

drought as being quite serious. I saw in the Miami Daily News the other day where 

people went crazy running out into the streets just because of some rain. The story 

just under it talked about people setting off bombs to make it rain. I can’t imagine 

it being so dry that folks try such unusual things just to get some rain. You must be 

living through some hard times. What is a dust storm like? How long does it last? 

It must be hard to wait through one of those things. What do you have to do to 

survive in the dust if you get caught outside? When a dust storm is over what do 

you do? It can’t be all that bad. I suppose you just have to dust the furniture a bit 

more than normal. What has happened to the land? The last time I came out there 

to visit green grass and fields full of green plants could be seen for miles. Baseball 

season has begun around here. I play third base. Do you guys play sports, ride 

bikes, go swimming, and hang out with friends all day? A little dust can’t have 

changed life all that much. I look forward to hearing from and getting some 

answers to my questions. Enjoy your day. 

Yours truly, 

Cousin Terry 


